Juergen K. Knueppel, President FAI CIMP, 20 June 2014

Following subjects and activities:

EASA Medical Expert Group participation; Questions raised by WADA, Physical Stresses in our Federation FAI, Recommendations for a minimal AD Test setup; ASC Meetings: Call for "Ambassadors", AD Coms Improvements (IPC, IGC, CIVA); Flight Safety Issues: EASA vs ICAO Oxygen requirements; IGC Meeting

– Subjects were shared and discussed with the CIMP Board.

• Air Sports Commission Meeting, Gen Conference; Kuala Lumpur 10/13; Lausanne 05/14
  o CIMP report; Coms: national Questions / Explanations on AD, P. Licenses, Emergency Services

• EASA Medical Expert Group, Cologne; 02/14
  o Request, Presentation: Oxygen Requirements in AirSports, Max Altitude w/o Oxygen questioned
  o Cooperation on developments; Alternate Means of Compliance (AMCs), EAS, FAI

• WADA, FAI Anti Doping Advisory Group
  o Continuous improvement conferences with EB-BH and FAI Head Office-SR
    ▪ GM application to WADA Medical Advisory Board (not successful)
    ▪ AD TUE Panel Training Paris 09/2014 anticipated (GM, HB) & planned
    ▪ Development of Contributions to WADA (Physiol. Stresses)

• Other Meetings and Conferences
  o NADA AD Sport Physicians and ADM meeting (German Olympic Organization)
  o AERO, AIR Trade Show, AntiDoping Presentation / Promotion, NADA Info Booth (JK, HG)

• International Gliding Commission (FAI IGC) Conference, Varese / ITA 05/14
  o Presentation / Discussion upcoming "Altitude Restrictions" for Mountain Flying, "Emergencies"

• FAI ongoing Discussions, Subjects:
  o FAI Executive Decision: “Tasking” of CIMP, other Expert Group cooperation
  o CIMP Web Page: FlightSafety, Human Factors, Regulations, Links, etc. INFO, new SetUp